Prostate Imaging – An Update
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Introduction

Prostate cancer is the most common cancer in Germany and the third most common cancer resulting in death in men [1]. Ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging have developed very dynamically in recent years for the diagnosis of prostate cancer. These new technical and clinical developments are evaluated in the following after a short introduction regarding suitability for the detection, localization and staging and active monitoring of prostate cancer. Finally, the main differences and new developments of PI-RADS Version 2 compared to PI-RADS Version 1 introduced in 2012 are discussed.

Ultrasound

Transrectal ultrasound and color-coded Doppler ultrasound

The prostate is accessible with ultrasound. Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) performed with endocavitary ultrasound probes provides very precise images of the prostate.
The strength of the received sound waves is coded in brightness mode (B-mode) as a grayscale image. The Doppler effect of moving reflective objects (blood) is utilized for color-coded Doppler sonography. The Doppler signals are registered by pulsed wave Doppler (PW Doppler) and the flow direction and rate are determined from the Doppler shift (discrepancy between frequency of echo and ultrasonic pulse). These are color-coded and superimposed on the B-mode image.

Prostate cancer is often hypoechoic on the B-mode image of TRUS (Fig. 1A) but can also be isoechoic or hyperechoic. This makes it difficult to detect and locate the prostate cancer. Although the specificity of 90% is relatively high in this regard, the sensitivity is too low at 18% [2]. For the detection of an extracapsular growth, the sensitivity is again low at 15% (specificity 97%) [2]. However, it could be shown that the positive predictive value regarding the presence of prostate cancer is elevated when signs of increased vascularization can be detected on color-coded Doppler sonography (Fig. 1A). Targeted specimen collection from these areas can be performed in these cases in addition to systematic biopsy in accordance with the S3 guideline (S3 guideline 2011). Due to the high level of uncertainty regarding undetected significant prostate cancers (Gleason score > 3 + 3, tumor volume ≥ 0.5 cm³), this method is also not suitable for active monitoring in our opinion. Rather the prostate volume can be calculated with TRUS and the systematic extraction of core biopsies can be guided by imaging.

Ultrasound elastography

Elastography makes it possible to evaluate the elasticity and stiffness of tissue. In principle, there are two methods: conventional ultrasound strain elastography and ultrasound shear wave elastography. In the case of strain imaging, the tissue to be examined is compressed by the examiner using the ultrasound probe. The comparison of ultrasound images before and after compression makes it possible to make conclusions about the stiffness of the tissue based on the degree of deformation. Adequate application of compression and the interpretation of the color-coded images in real time are difficult to standardize and yield heterogeneous, examiner-dependent results. Another method is shear wave elastography in which the tissue is not compressed. Rather the shear waves are applied directly by the ultrasound probe and then disperse into the tissue (shear wave propagation). The stiffness of the tissue is calculated based on the propagation speed of the shear waves in the tissue. The main advantage of this method is the high intraindividual and interindividual reproducibility [3]. In general, prostate cancer is characterized by increased stiffness compared to normal tissue (Fig. 2). However, areas with prostatitis, fibrosis, atrophy, or with benign prostate hyperplasia can also be associated with increased stiffness on ultrasound elastography. The resulting difficulty differentiating from prostate cancer leads to false-positive findings. False-negative elastography findings can be due to the architecture pattern of the particular prostate cancer [4]. In particular, prostate cancers with a Gleason score ≤ 7a often show a diffuse pattern with normal tissue and prostate cancer cells next to one another. However, if the prostate cancer is comprised of tumor cells that are close together, this results in stiff tissue and better detection on ultrasound elastography (Fig. 3) [5].

A study with 230 patients with a systematic 10-core biopsy combined with a targeted 5-core biopsy from areas suspicious on elastography was able to show that cancer could be detected with targeted biopsy in 30% of cases while sys-
shown that positive elastography is an independent marker for high-grade prostate cancer [8].

For determining the location of the prostate cancer with the help of ultrasound elastography, it was shown that the accuracy depends on the size and volume of the cancer [9]. Accordingly, the location of a prostate cancer with a diameter of 6–10 mm could be correctly determined in 27 % of cases, with a diameter of 11–20 mm in 71 % of cases and with a diameter of >20 mm in 100 % of cases. The location of cancers with a volume of ≥0.5 cm³ was correctly determined in 91 % of cases [9]. A current study regarding ultrasound-guided shear wave elastography achieved a diagnostic accuracy of 74 % (sensitivity 81 %, specificity 60 %) in a validated cohort with a cut-off value of a stiffness of 50 kPa [10]. In contrast, the detection of an extracapsular growth was achieved with an only insufficient sensitivity of 38 % and a specificity of 96 % [2]. Due to the insufficient sensitivity for detecting an extracapsular growth, the method should not be routinely used for staging.

A study combining ultrasound elastography with multiparametric MRI was able to show that the combination of the two methods correctly determined the location of 92 % of all cancers [9]. In this study the sole use of multiparametric MRI would have correctly located the cancer in 87 % of cases and the sole use of elastography in 67 % of cases. However, this difference was only statistically significant for prostate cancer is a very anterior location or in the transitional zone (p = 0.03). However, these areas in particular are clinically relevant since approx. 41 % of prostate cancers were found in patients with at least one negative systematic biopsy and also an increased PSA value suspicious for cancer in the targeted MRI-based follow-up biopsy [11].

Contrast-enhanced ultrasound

For various issues, ultrasound can be enhanced by the use of ultrasound contrast agents. Ultrasound contrast agents are comprised of gas-filled microbubbles. The microbubbles begin to oscillate in the ultrasound field and these nonlinear oscillations can be effectively differentiated from the linear signals of the tissue. This then results in increased contrast of highly vascular prostate areas compared to minimally vascularized areas [12]. The main disadvantage of this method in our opinion is the relatively short examination time since in particular the wash-in phase of the contrast is greatest between highly vascularized prostate cancer and less vascularized normal prostate tissue. Since this phase is generally not longer than 10 seconds, the examination of the entire prostate is very difficult. In practice, usually only the areas that appear suspicious on B-mode images can be further clarified. A prospective randomized clinical study compared the detection rate of the combination of systematic TRUS-guided biopsy and targeted biopsy of areas suspicious on contrast-enhanced ultrasound with the detection rate of systematic biopsy alone in patients with a serum PSA value between 2.5 – 9.9 ng/ml [13]. This study could not prove any statistically significant difference between the two approaches (p = 0.33). In detail, the detection rate of the combined approach was 31 % and that of systematic biopsy alone was 29 % [13]. A prospective randomized multicenter phase 3 study with the goal of proving a 6 % better detection rate by using contrast-enhanced ultrasound compared to systematic biopsy alone was ended early since the study goal
was no longer achievable at the time of study termination (http://clinicaltrial.gov/ct2/show/NCT00911027). These results suggest that contrast-enhanced ultrasound is not suitable for detection. We do not know of current data regarding localization, staging and active monitoring with the help of contrast-enhanced ultrasound. However, it is obvious that an insufficient detection accuracy is probably also associated with an insufficient localization accuracy and this entails high unreliability regarding undetected significant prostate cancers. Therefore, contrast-enhanced ultrasound should not be used for localization and staging and for selecting suitable patients for active monitoring according to current data.

**Computer-assisted ultrasound**

HistoScanning™ and computer-assisted TRUS based on an artificial neuronal network analysis (ANNA/C-TRUS) are two methods in which raw ultrasound data or B-mode images are post-processed so that conclusions about the presence of prostate cancer can be made. The computer-based technology HistoScanning™ works with conventional TRUS. The raw TRUS data are processed by characterization algorithms developed specifically for this purpose and a three-dimensional image of the prostate is then generated. Suspicious areas are marked in color[14]. In the past very positive data for HistoScanning™ with the results of systematic perineal biopsy yielded[15]. The comparison of the detection rate of HistoScanning™ with the results of systematic perineal biopsy yielded comparable results. A prostate cancer could be detected in 13% of patients with HistoScanning™ in one study while systematic transperineal biopsy detected prostate cancer in 54% of patients[15]. A further study with 198 evaluated patients used HistoScanning™ for prediction accuracy of a subsequent sextant biopsy. A diagnostic accuracy of HistoScanning™ for the detection of prostate cancer of 0.58 was seen here[16]. This insufficient detection accuracy is in agreement with a suboptimal localization accuracy of tumors ≥0.2 cm³. Therefore, this method does not seem suitable for staging[15]. The cancer volume determined with HistoScanning™ did not coincide with the actual volume in the prostatectomy specimen[17]. A correlation analysis also showed no diagnostically usable correlation coefficient (r = -0.0083, p = 0.9). To our knowledge, no studies regarding the suitability of HistoScanning™ for active monitoring have been published yet. However, the insufficient detection accuracy and the lack of ability to determine tumor volume indicate that significant prostate cancers cannot be reliably ruled out with HistoScanning™. ANNA/C-TRUS GmbH provides a neuronal and database-supported analysis system with parameters for detecting pathological areas in the prostate which was created on the basis of histopathologically verified comparisons between ultrasound images and the specimens of the radical prostatectomy in a series of 136 patients[18]. Using conventional TRUS, the examiner saves images of all representative transverse planes at intervals of 5 mm and transfers them to the server of ANNA/C-TRUS GmbH. The images are analyzed by ANNA/C-TRUS GmbH and the results are sent to the examiner.

There are only a few studies regarding the ANNA/C-TRUS technology. To date, it was able to be shown that prostate cancer was able to be detected in 31 of 75 patients (41%) via targeted 6-core biopsy of areas suspicious on ANNA/C-TRUS[19]. These results were able to be confirmed in another study with 20 patients. Prostate cancer was able to be detected via biopsy of suspicious areas in 11 of 20 patients (58%)[20]. A comparison of the results of targeted biopsy of suspicious areas and systematic biopsy has not yet been published. Due to the low number of studies published to date, a final evaluation of this method is currently not possible in our opinion.

**Multiparametric Magnetic Resonance Imaging**

Multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) is comprised of morphological T2-weighted imaging (T2w), diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI), and 1H-magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS). T2-weighted imaging provides the most important anatomical information in mpMRI. Prostate cancer has a low signal in T2 weighting. The quantification of the T2 signal intensity via dedicated mapping sequences was examined in initial studies of small cohorts with respect to feasibility[21]. There are currently no larger prospective studies for detecting and localizing prostate cancer with this method. DWI measures Brownian molecular motion of water molecules. In MRI the motion of the hydrogen in water molecules can be represented by the signal loss between two refocusing pulses[22]. To eliminate the T2 shine-through effect, the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) is calculated from the signal intensities of 2 or more diffusion weights. In general due to the higher cell density and the increased intracellular and intercellular proteins, prostate cancer has increased diffusion restriction compared to normal prostate tissue[23]. For this reason, prostate cancer is typically characterized by a lower ADC value than normal tissue and correspondingly increased signal intensities on diffusion-weighted images. DCE-MRI continuously measures the signal intensities in prostate tissue after administration of an intravenous bolus of a non-specific extracellular gadolinium-based contrast agent. In comparison to normal tissue, prostate cancer is characterized in general by an earlier start of the signal increase, a steeper increase of the signal intensity time curve, a higher absolute signal intensity level, and a more significant drop in signal intensities over the further time course[24]. These signal intensity time curves form the foundation for all modeling in pharmacokinetic models. The most common pharmacokinetic model is the open two-compartment model according to Tofts with the parameters transfer constant (Ktrans), rate constant (kep), and extracellular extravascular space (EES)[25]. In contrast, 1H-MRS allows noninvasive evaluation of the chemical composition of the prostate. The received frequency spectrum is disassembled via Fourier transformation into the individual frequencies which are shown in parts per million (ppm) of the resonance frequency of tri-
The main clinical application of mpMRI of the prostate in Germany is the detection of cancer. It could be shown for the detection of significant prostate cancers that the combination of T2W + DWI + DCE-MRI achieves a diagnostic accuracy of 0.90 [27]. Adding 1H-MRS did not result in an increase in the diagnostic accuracy. The diagnostic detection accuracy of all significant and not significant prostate cancers was 0.85 in this study [27]. Compared to conventional urological diagnosis (palpation finding, serum PSA value, and prostate volume), it was able to be shown that the diagnostic accuracy for the detection of significant prostate cancers increased from 0.81 to 0.91 with the use of MRI [28]. This result was independent of the field strength of the MRI unit (1.5 or 3.0 Tesla) [28]. MRI-guided biopsy of the prostate performed at specialized centers was used in the past for histology in areas suspicious on MRI [29]. It was able to be shown that this approach detected 89.4% fewer low-risk prostate cancers and 17.7% more intermediate/high-risk prostate cancers compared to diagnosis with systematic TRUS-guided biopsy. The negative predictive value for the detection of an intermediate or high-risk prostate cancer was 97% for the MRI approach and 72% for systematic TRUS-guided biopsy [30]. The argument that the MRI strategy is more expensive than the TRUS strategy can be refuted. It was able to be shown that both strategies incur approximately the same costs [31]. In addition, the MRI strategy results in a reduction of the overdiagnosis and overtreatment of low-risk prostate cancers and thus in improved quality of life compared to the TRUS strategy [31]. An alternative to targeted MRI-guided biopsy is targeted TRUS-guided biopsy after cognitive fusion with the MRI images or targeted TRUS-guided biopsy after previous fusion with the MRI images (Fig. 4). In principle, the last-mentioned method includes two technical approaches. The approach offered by most providers is the rigid fusion of MRI and ultrasound images. However, this type of fusion cannot anticipate any deformation of the prostate caused by the ultrasound probe. In contrast, newer systems provide elastic fusion and minimize this problem. The largest study on fusion biopsy published to date prospectively examined 1003 patients [32]. This study was able to show that targeted biopsy detected 30% more high-risk prostate cancers (173 vs. 122 patients) and 17% fewer low-risk prostate cancers (213 vs. 258 patients) with fewer core biopsies than systematic TRUS-guided biopsy. By adding systematic biopsy to targeted biopsy, prostate cancer could additionally be verified in 103 patients but the cancer was a low-risk prostate cancer in 86 cases (83%) and a high-risk prostate cancer in only 5 cases (5%) [32]. Moreover, it was shown that for every high-risk prostate cancer additionally found with systematic biopsy 200 patients had to undergo both systematic and targeted biopsy [32].

Exact localization is required for proper staging. Like detection, a combination of T2w, DWI, and DCE-MRI makes sense for localization. The corresponding diagnostic accuracies are between 0.76 and 084 [33, 34]. In contrast, high-resolution T2w TSE sequence is the decisive sequence for the detection of extracapsular growth. In a metaanalysis from 2001, a diagnostic accuracy of 74% could be shown for the detection of an extracapsular growth [35]. Current data from 2013 prove that the diagnostic accuracy for the detection of an extracapsular growth stays almost constant at 0.73 even using new 3-Tesla units and an endorectal coil [44]. This constantly good diagnostic accuracy is the reason why MRI verifiably increases the surgical decision for or against preservation of the neurovascular bundle in patients prior to planned radical prostatectomy [36]. In contrast to Germany, MRI of the prostate is performed as part of active monitoring in Great Britain according to the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guideline for prostate cancer in all patients in whom active monitoring is planned or in whom unclear PSA and clinical changes occur during active monitoring [37]. The reason for this is that prostate cancer cannot always be characterized with sufficient accuracy by systematic TRUS-guided biopsy. This is true in particular for anterior and apical prostate cancers [38]. Prostate cancers with a volume of > 0.5 cm³ are detected with the help of MRI with a diagnostic accuracy of 0.91 to 0.94 [39]. If the Gleason score is taken into consideration in this analysis, the sensitivity for the detection
of prostate cancer with a Gleason score of 3 + 3 is less than 0.65 for small cancers but increases to values of greater than 0.9 as the tumor volume increases. For prostate cancers with a Gleason score > 6, the sensitivity for the detection of prostate cancer was greater than 0.8 already for small volumes and increases to almost 100 % as the volume increases [39]. In simple terms this could mean in practice that a negative MRI (no unclear, probably or highly probably malignant areas) is a major indication of the suitability of the patient for active monitoring. In a current prospective study with 150 patients and a systematic transperineal 30-core biopsy as the gold standard it was able to be shown that a PI-RADS score of 1 or 2 (highly probably or probably benign areas) was associated with a moderate-risk prostate cancer only with a probability of 1.3 % [35]. A high-risk prostate cancer was not found in any patient with a PI-RADS score of 1 or 2 in this study [28].

MR elastography

The basic physical principle of elastography is the controlled shifting of tissue layers with shear waves. The propagation speed of shear waves depends on the shear modulus which is a measure of stiffness. The shear modulus can be measured via medical imaging by direct visualization of shear waves (mechanical imaging) [40]. MR elastography (MRE) is based on time-resolved imaging using shear waves propagating through the body. These shear waves are generated by a unit (actuator) needed in addition to the MRI unit and are coupled into the body surface of the patient. The shear waves are then recorded via motion-sensitive MRI sequences (phase contrast technique). Special inversion techniques can be used to generate a map of the organ stiffness (elastogram) from this time-resolved image dataset showing the stiffness in kilopascal (kPa). MR elastography for grading liver fibrosis is currently evaluated in multiple prospective studies and has been clinically established for a few years [41]. The necessary technology is now commercially available from different manufacturers. The potential advantage of MRE compared to ultrasound elastography is the possibility to acquire larger target volumes and a 3D wave field which potentially results in a higher diagnostic accuracy. Only initial feasibility studies in healthy subjects and a few patients regarding MRE of the prostate are available [42]. An evaluation of the suitability for the detection and localization of prostate cancer is currently not possible.

PI-RADS classification version 1 and version 2

The introduction of PI-RADS classification in the first version (PI-RADS V1) 2 years ago resulted in increased acceptance of MRI of the prostate among urologists. In version 1 a point value of 1 to 5 is assigned for every lesion and every multiparametric method [43]. A total score is then specified for every lesion that indicates the probability for a clinically significant prostate cancer with 1 being highly probably benign and 5 being high probably malignant [43]. To make this procedure objective, it was proposed to form a cumulative score from the individual scores [44]. The cumulative score can then be converted into the PI-RADS total score. This is independent of the number of methods used, ranges from 1–5 and can be easily communicated [27, 45]. Compared to diagnostic reporting without PI-RADS V1, the use of PI-RADS scores results in improved detection accuracy of 0.83–0.85 and increased interreader agreement [27, 46, 47]. The agreement between individual findings is good for prostate cancers (kappa values between 0.63 and 0.8) [46, 47].

The PI-RADS Version 2 classification (PI-RADS V2) introduced in December 2014 can be accessed since the start of 2015 as a PDF document under the link http://www.acr.org/Quality-Safety/Resources/PIRADS/ [48]. This version created together with the European Society of Urogenital Radiology (ESUR) and the American College of Radiology (ACR) claims to minimize the limitations of version 1 and to achieve globally accepted standardization. In contrast to PI-RADS V1, there are not yet any evaluation results for PI-
RADS V2. Like version 1, the images of multiparametric MRI are exclusively used for classification. The classification as PI-RADS 1–5 is retained in version 2. However, $^1$H-MRS is no longer taken into consideration for the PI-RADS evaluation. The formation of a cumulative score is also eliminated. Diffusion-weighted images are decisive for the evaluation of the peripheral zone and T2w images for the evaluation of the central gland regions (Fig. 7, Table 1). DCE-MRI plays only a subordinate role. It is needed for the further classification of PI-RADS 3 lesions (DWI) of the peripheral zone. Early focal enhancement of the suspicious lesion results in upgrading to category 4. The main difference between a finding with a score of 4 and a score of 5 in T2w and DWI is a diameter < 1.5 cm and ≥ 1.5 cm, respectively. No more than 4 lesions with a PI-RADS score of 3–5 should be noted in the finding. For the case that more than 4 such lesions are present, the 4 lesions with the highest PI-RADS score are specified. At least the maximum size should be specified for each of these lesions. A further change relates to the sector model which now includes 39 regions: 36 for the prostate, 2 for the seminal vesicle, and 1 for the external sphincter of the urethra. For these regions easy-to-understand anatomy-based abbreviations are used instead of numbers.

**Summary**

The common clinical issues involving the prostate include the detection, localization, staging, and active monitoring of prostate cancer. The most exact method for the detection of prostate cancer is multiparametric MRI. For the performance and interpretation of multiparametric MRI, the new PI-RADS Version 2 claims to eliminate the limitations of PI-RADS Version 1 and to allow globally recognized standardized diagnostic reporting. Areas classified as unclear, probably malignant, or highly probably malignant can either undergo targeted MRI-guided biopsy or targeted TRUS-guided biopsy after prior fusion with the MRI images. Significant prostate cancers are detected with both methods with high diagnostic accuracy. The latest studies regarding ultrasound elastography can prove that this method also seems suitable for detecting significant prostate cancers. In the future a biopsy could be extracted in a targeted manner during fusion biopsy from areas suspicious on MRI as well as from areas suspicious on ultrasound elastography. Alternatively, to confirm the results of elastography, MR elastography could be performed in addition to mpMRI and could be relatively easily integrated into the MRI protocol. The best imaging method for the localization...
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